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Customer retention often takes a backseat to acquisition, despite the facts that it costs
more to acquire customers than to keep them and existing customers spend 33 percent
more.

This is abundantly true in the mobile world where marketing strategies, budgets and
metrics are all geared toward signing up more application users. The tally of app store
downloads can easily become a transfixing data point and the foremost measure of
success.

As fun as they are to follow, app download numbers and even app user numbers are
deceptive.

Fickle users tend to download and delete apps at breakneck speeds, so those statistics are
not providing the entire picture.

The guiding question for most mobile app strategies should be: How many of my users
are engaging with the app on a daily, weekly and monthly basis?
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High cost of acquisition and churn
The cost of gaining app users reached an all time high in March, when Fiksu’s Cost Per
Loyal User Index data showed that the cost of acquiring a single loyal iOS app user
surpassed the $3 mark, a 113 percent rise over the previous year.

At the same time, Mark Flavelle from Tapstream revealed the results of a yearlong
detailed study that shows the depths the market has reached when it comes to app
retention.

Mr. Flavelle’s data indicates that only 14 percent of users stuck around after one day of
downloading an app, 10 percent after a week, and just 2.3 percent after a month. That is a
startling 97.7 percent app drop-off rate within 30 days of download.

For mobile startups, it is  a constant battle to determine how to strategically spend money
to attain new users and reduce app abandonment.

There is so much pressure to attract new users month after month, yet even incremental
increases in retention can produce big gains.

Maintaining an app’s longevity means pivoting an acquisition strategy to create retention-
driven processes that sustain a consistent user community for years to come.

Making sense of acquisition and retention rates
The best way to clearly understand the financial impact of acquisition and retention rates
is through a simple math exercise.

Consider a scenario involving a fictional company called appX. Last month, appX was
able to attract 100,000 new users via paid acquisition channels such as Facebook and
Twitter.

Applying the current industry standards, this would mean that appX spent $123,000 to
acquire those users, and after 30 days had transpired, only 2,300 of them remained active
users.

The net result is  that appX spent approximately $53 per retained user.

Graph A shows how appX could grow its 30-day user-base with cost efficiency by
increasing its retention rate.

Following this calculation, if appX were to achieve a 20 percent retention rate, it would
have kept 20,000 of those new users after 30 days and only spent approximately $6 per
retained user – a $47-per-user savings.

Graph A: Number of active users given varying retention rates
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AppX could have alternately put its efforts toward driving acquisition rates to keep filling
the top of the funnel.

At the end of the day, it would have increased active end-users without putting forth a
heavy retention effort.

However, as shown in Graph B, it would end up requiring a much larger investment to
realize these rate increases.

Graph B: Total cost to achieve given user levels with a 2.3 percent retention rate
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Taking a retention-first stance
These examples clearly illustrate that acquisition and retention need to be partners to
drive mobile app growth.

By neglecting to focus on both or by always prioritizing acquisition, app providers will
quickly burn through money trying to increase their user-base or fail to maximize their
customers’ lifetime value (CLV).

SECURING AN app download from a user is no longer the end of the game.

Hitting 50,000 users a month is a sign that the app is being embraced. But even companies
reaching this level can still falter by not properly managing their user-base or sparking re-
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engagement.

Post-acquisition, the priority should be on tracking how users interact with the app, and
then capitalizing on that knowledge by creating experiences that keep them coming back
for more.

The beauty is that app providers can connect more meaningfully and intimately with their
existing users because they have learned more about their behavior and preferences. That
makes the money spent attracting them worth every penny.

Kelsey Ricard is growth lead for Taplytics, a San Francisco-based mobile optimization
provider. Reach her at kelsey@taplytics.com.
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